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electromagnetic vertex function 

Matrix element of electromagnetic current 
is a Lorentz vector 

should be constructed  using 

vectors         and  

matrices  

tensors 

q 

p´ p 

Lorentz covariance (1) 
and electromagnetic 
gauge invariance (2) 



1) CP invariance + hermiticity                 = 0 ,  

        Matrix element of  electromagnetic current between 
neutrino states 

, 

where vertex function generally contains 4 form factors 

dipole 
1. electric 

4. anapole  

2. magnetic  
3. electric 

 

Dirac  

Hermiticity  and  discrete symmetries  of  EM current         put constraints on form 
factors            

      

EM properties               a way to distinguish Dirac and Majorana  

2) at zero momentum transfer only electric  
charge            and  magnetic moment 
contribute to                             , 

3) hermiticity itself            three form factors 
are real:                                                . 

Majorana 
1)  from CPT invariance  
 (regardless   CP   or   CP  ) . 
                                            

 =  0 …as early as 1939, W.Pauli… 



In general case matrix element of       can be considered between  
different initial           and final             states of different masses 

and  

form factors are matrices in          mass eigenstates space. 

Dirac  

1) hermiticity itself  does not apply           
restrictions on form factors, 

o 

 ( off-diagonal case            ) 

2) CP invariance + hermiticity 

, 

are relatively real (no relative phases) . 

Majorana 

1) CP invariance + hermiticity 

or  

… beyond  
     SM…   

… quite different 
EM properties …  
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… however …  
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i j i j 

Neutrino  (beyond SM) 

dipole moments 
(+ transition moments) 

Dirac neutrino 

Majorana  neutrino 

                   only for  

or 

… depending on relative  

CP phase of           and  j i 

transition moments are suppressed,  

      Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani 

                    cancellation,  

    for diagonal moments there is no  

               GIM cancellation 

transition moments vanish 

because unitarity of  U 

implies that its rows or columns 

represent orthogonal vectors  

P.Pal, 1982 

L.Wolfenstein,  
3.5 



The first nonzero contribution from 

neutrino transition moments 

… neutrino radiative  

decay is very slow  

Dirac          diagonal  (i=j)  magnetic moment  
for CP-invariant  

interactions 

GIM cancellation  

for  massless           (in the absence of right-handed charged currents)  

- to leading order -     independent on      U      and  

no GIM cancellation  

Lee, Shrock, 

Fujikawa, 1977 

1 

…possibility to measure fundamental  



 3.6    Neutrino  magnetic moment  

      in left-right symmetric models  

i j 

i j 

, 

Gauge bosons 

mass states 

with mixing angle           of  gauge bosons                with pure                      couplings  

Kim, 1976; Marciano, Sanda, 1977; 

Beg, Marciano, Ruderman, 1978 

, , 

… charged lepton mass …  … neutrino mass …  





Naïve relationship between the size of             and  m 

If           is generated by physics beyond the SM at energy scale  Λ , 

then 

contribution to             given by       m , then 

P.Vogel e.a., 2006 

3.3 

Voloshin, 1988; 

Barr, Freire, 

Zee, 1990 

…combination of constants  

          and loop factors… 

…  problem to get large                and  still  acceptable                 m 



for BSM (                    ) without fine tuning and 
under the assumption that  

                                                              

“On compatibility of  small                          
with large           of neutrino”, 
Sov.J.Nucl.Phys. 48 (1988) 512 

Voloshin, 1988 

… there may be  (2)SU 
symmetry that forbids but not  

supersymmetry 

extra dimensions 

considerable enhancement of  
to experimentally relevant range 

Large magnetic moment 

Bar, Freire, Zee, 1990 

model-independent constraint Bell, Cirigliano,  
Ramsey-Musolf,  
                Vogel,  
                  Wise,  
                  2005 



… However, strict requirements for  
Q quantization may disappear in extensions 
of  standard                              EW model  if  

         with  Y = 0 are included :  in the absence  

of  Y quantization  electric charges  Q gets dequantized 
  

In SM   (without        )  triangle anomalies 
cancellation constraints          certain relations among particle hypercharges     , 
that is enough to fix all            so that they, and consequently Q,  are quantized 

gauge invariance                                                                                         
+                                                                  

anomally cancellation constraints 

neutrality Q=0                         
is attributed to 

… A remark on  electric charge of       … 

imposed in SM of 
electroweak  
 interactions 

Foot, Joshi, Lew, Volkas, 1990; 
Foot, Lew, Volkas, 1993; 
Babu, Mohapatra, 1989, 1990 

…General proof: 

In SM : 

Q=0 
Q=0 is proven also by direct calculation in SM  

within different gauges and methods 

              Bardeen, Gastmans, Lautrup, 1972; 
       Cabral-Rosetti, Bernabeu, Vidal, Zepeda, 2000; 
       Beg, Marciano, Ruderman, 1978; 
       Marciano, Sirlin, 1980; Sakakibara, 1981; 
       M.Dvornikov, A.S., 2004 (for extended SM in  
                                                 one-loop calculations) 

  

millicharged  

 



ν 
γ 

ν 

 γ decay in plasma 

ν 
ν 

γ 
 ν decay, Cherenkov radiation 

!!! 

ν ν 

e / N e / N 
Scattering 

γ 

ν ν L R 

external  

source 

Spin precession 

γ 

 



3.7      Neutrino   radiative   decay 

i j 

i j 

Radiative decay rate 

Radiative decay has been constrained from absence of decay photons: 

1) reactor         and solar              fluxes,  
e e 

2) SN 1987A              burst (all flavours), 

3) spectral distortion of CMBR 

Raffelt 1999 

   Kolb, Turner 1990;                                                                                                                                         

Ressell, Turner 1990 

Petkov 1977;     Zatsepin, Smirnov 1978;  

Bilenky, Petkov 1987;   Pal, Wolfenstein 1982 



i j 

Neutrino radiative two-photon decay 

i j 

… there is no GIM cancellation… 

Nieves, 1983; Ghosh, 1984 

… can be of interest for certain range of           masses…  

3.8 

fine structure constant 



The tightest astrophysical bound on 

comes from cooling of red gaint stars by plasmon  

decay  

G.Raffelt, 

PRL 1990 

ν 
γ 

ν 

Matrix element 

Decay rate 

= 0 in vacuum 

In the classical limit               -  like a massive particle with   

Energy-loss rate per unit volume 

neutrino flavour states 

3.9 

distribution function of  plasmons 



Magnetic moment plasmon decay 

enhances the Standard Model photo-neutrino  

cooling by photon polarization tensor  

 

 

 

 

 

more fast cooling of the star. 

 

In order not to delay helium ignition  (  ≤5%  in Q  ) 

ν 

ν 

γ 
Π 

G.Raffelt, 

PRL 1990 

… best  

astrophysical  

limit on  

              magnetic moment… 

Energy-loss rate  

per unit volume 



Constraints on neutrino millicharge from red gaints cooling 
ν 

γ 

ν 
Decay rate 

Interaction Lagrangian 

millicharge 

Halt,Raffelt, 

Weiss, PRL1994 

3.10 

… from “charge neutrality” of neutron… 

…to avoid helium ignition in 

low-mass red gaints 

… absence of anomalous energy-dependent 

dispersion of  SN1987A        signal, most model independent 

Dobroliubov, Ignatiev (1990); Babu, Volkas (1992);  

                          Mohapatra, Nussinov (1992)  … 



  
 

  

  

 

 

 
 

 

 



  ν  

Studenikin, A.Ternov,   
           Phys.Lett. B 608 (2005) 107 
 
A.Grigoriev,  A.S., Ternov,  
           Phys.Lett. B 622 (2005) 199 
 

 Studenikin,  
 
     J.Phys.A: Math.Gen. 39 (2006) 6769, 
J.Phys.A: Math.Theor. 41 (2008) 16402, 
 
A.Grigoriev, A.Lokhov,   
A.Studenikin, A.Ternov,  
                   Nuovo Cim. 35 C (2012) 57, 
                   Phys.lett.B 718 (2012) 512  

                                       

A.Lobanov, A.Studenikin,    
         Phys.Lett. B 564 (2003) 27  
         Phys.Lett. B 601 (2004) 171 



spin evolution in presence of general external fields 

M.Dvornikov, A.Studenikin, 
JHEP 09 (2002) 016 

General types non-derivative interaction with external fields 

scalar,  pseudoscalar, vector,  axial-vector, 
tensor  and  pseudotensor  fields: 

Relativistic (quasiclassical) equation for           spin vector:   

Neither   S  nor  π   nor   V  contributes to spin evolution 

Electromagnetic interaction SM weak interaction 



   

  

of  neutrino 

of  electron 

Why   Spin Light   

New mechanism of electromagnetic radiation 

in matter. ? 



“Spin light of neutrino in matter” 

γ broad neutrino lines 
account for interaction 

with environment    

Neutrino – photon couplings 

… within the quantum treatment based on 
method of exact solutions … 

ν R 

ν 
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e 

e 

 

 
 

 

 

, 

, 

, 

e → e + γ 
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ν L 
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 where      

matter 

current 

matter  

polarization 

It is supposed that there is a macroscopic amount of 

electrons in the scale of a neutrino de Broglie wave 

length. Therefore, the interaction of a neutrino with 

the matter (electrons) is coherent. 

This is the most general equation of motion of a 

neutrino in which the effective potential 

accounts for both the charged and neutral-

current interactions with the background matter 

and also for the possible effects of the matter 

motion and polarization. 

Addition to the vacuum neutrino Lagrangian 

Modified Dirac equation for neutrino in matter 

A.Studenikin,  A.Ternov,  hep-ph/0410297;    

Phys.Lett.B 608  (2005) 107 

L.Chang, R.Zia,’88; J.Panteleone,’91; K.Kiers, N.Weiss,  

M.Tytgat,’97-’98; P.Manheim,’88; D.Nötzold, G.Raffelt,’88;  

J.Nieves,’89; V.Oraevsky, V.Semikoz, Ya.Smorodinsky,89; 

W.Naxton, W-M.Zhang’91; M.Kachelriess,’98;  

A.Kusenko, M.Postma,’02. 

 



Quantum theory of  spin light of neutrino (I) 

Quantum treatment of spin light of neutrino 

showns that this process originates from the two subdivided phenomena: 

in matter 

the radiation of the photon in the process of the 

neutrino transition from the “excited” helicity 

state to the low-lying helicity state in matter 

the shift of the neutrino energy levels in the 

presence of the background matter, which is 

different for the two opposite neutrino 

helicity states, 

A.Studenikin, A.Ternov,       Phys.Lett.B 608  (2005) 107; 

neutrino-spin self-polarization effect  in the matter 

A.Lobanov, A.Studenikin,  Phys.Lett.B 564 (2003) 27;   

                                              Phys.Lett.B 601 (2004) 171  

                   A.Grigoriev, A.Studenikin, A.Ternov,      Phys.Lett.B 622 (2005) 199;                                                                 

Grav. & Cosm. 14 (2005) 132; 

                                                                           



For ultra-relativistic         

with momentum 

and magnetic moment  

in very dense matter 

from                                      

 

 

 

it follows that 

 

It is possible to have  

             

               <<  age of the Universe ? 

 

also discussed by 

A.Kuznetsov,  

N.Mikheev,  2007 

A.Lobanov, A.S.,  PLB 2003;  PLB 2004 

A.Grigoriev, A.S.,   PLB 2005 

A.Grigoriev, A.S., A.Ternov,   PLB 2005 
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Millicharged  magnetic       in rotating magnetized matter     
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